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She walks in Beauty is a romantic poem composed by Lord Byron. In this poem, 

Lord Byron admires and praises the exquisite beauty of a lady that makes her appear graceful 

and extremely fascinating. Inspired by the rarest beauty of this lady Byron writes: 

She walks in beauty, like the night 

Of cloudless climes and starry skies; 

The image of the lady drawn in this poem is unusual because it departs from the 

traditional image of beauty that is associated with fair and bright. He draws a parallel of her 

beauty to that of night which is cloudless and full of glittering stars.  In other words, her looks 

are as fascinating as a clear dark sky of night full of stars. The perfect combination of the best 

elements of darkness and brightness adds to the beauty of her eyes and every aspect. Even the 

splendours of gaudy daylight seem to lack the loveliness and charms of this beautiful fusion 

of darkness and brightness. The use of words as, ‘dark and bright’, ‘night’ and ‘day’ and 

‘shade’ and ‘ray’ depict the balance of the opposites. The images drawn from nature give an 

effective description of the attributes with which the lady is endowed. 

And all that’s best of dark and bright 

Meet in her aspect and her eyes; 

Thus mellowed to that tender light 

Which heaven to gaudy days denies.  

In the second stanza of the poem, Byron talks about the perfect balance of the shade 

and ray present on her face. A little imbalance in the radiance of her face could have impaired 

her beauty. The term, ‘The nameless grace’ expresses the perfection that cannot be described 

in words. The hair, ‘raven tress’ that falls on her face makes her appear more gracious. 

According to the poet, her face is:   

 Where thoughts serenely sweet express, 

 How pure, how dear their dwelling-place.  

The face reflects innocence, tenderness, simplicity and calmness. The tint and glow of 

the outward charm is enhanced by the sweetness of her thought. The woman in Byron’s poem 

is a picture of perfect and true beauty. In fact, the purity of mind and thought makes her 

appear extraordinarily attractive.  

The purity of thought has its impact on her face. She is soft and calm and yet she 

possesses eloquence. There is liveliness on her face. Her ‘cheek’ and ‘brow’ express the 

quality of calmness. The glow of her face and the sweetness of her smile make her extremely 

attractive and also reveal a mind that is peaceful and a heart that possesses innocent love.  

The smiles that win, the tints that glow, 

But tell of days in goodness spent, 

A mind at peace with all below, 

A heart whose love is innocent! 
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 Throughout the poem the poet has been emphasising on the concept of beauty that 

lies in harmonious blending of dark and bright, ray and shade and inner beauty and outward 

charm. The excess of anything could have spoilt the real effect of beauty. In other words, the 

poem communicates a valuable idea that the beauty of mind and soul reflects on the face of a 

person. The harmony of spiritual and the physical charm illuminates the beauty.  

She walks in beauty is a perfect lyric that has been enriched by the use of fresh 

imagery, simple rhymes and easy moving lines that produce a perfect rhythm. The 

comparisons and similes for which Byron uses nature images like, ‘night’, ‘cloudless climes’, 

‘starry skies’, ‘gaudy day’, ‘tender light’ and ‘one shade the more and one ray the less’ 

contribute vividness and elegance to the poem. The poem is composed in three stanzas, each 

stanza having six lines. The alternate rhyme scheme ABABAB in first stanza, CDCDCD in 

second stanza and EFEFEF in third stanza is used. For example- The words ‘night’, ‘bright’ 

and ‘light’ in first, third and fifth line rhyme with each other. Similarly, the words ‘skies’, 

‘eyes’ and ‘denies’ in second, fourth and sixth line rhyme with each other. The same pattern 

follows in other stanzas. The poem is written in iambic tetrameter (four feet per line). The 

rhyme and rhythm of the poem gives it a musical quality. He has with the help of literary 

devices like, imageries, alliteration, similes and metaphor described the subtle beauty of the 

lady which he called a ‘nameless grace’, that is, a beauty beyond description. Byron’s perfect 

handling of the literary devices gives the poem a pure romantic touch and fervour.   

 

POINTS TO REMEMBER 

 

 Poem:             She Walks In Beauty 

 Poet:               George Gordon, Lord Byron(1788-1824) 

 Period:           Romantic Age 

 His Works:    Hours of Idleness (1807), Hebrew Melodies(1815), Don Juan, 

                       The Vision of Judgement, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, Manfred and Cain           

                        and many others. 

 Few literary terms defined: 

a) Simile-  A figure of speech used for comparison of one thing to another  using ‘as’ or  

‘like’ is known as simile. It is an explicit comparison. Example- 

                              She walks in beauty, like the night          

b) Metaphor- Metaphor is also a device of comparison. Here the comparison is implied. 

                      How pure, how dear their dwelling-place. 

Here the term dwelling place is used as metaphor. Her face is like a dwelling place 

for pure thoughts. 

c) Alliteration- Alliteration is a figure of speech in which the consonant is repeated in 

the beginning of the word. Example- cloudless-climes 

                                                                  Starry -skies  

                                                                 Serenely-sweet 

d) Tetrameter- Tetrameter has four feet per line. 

She walks/ in beau/ ty, like/ the night/ 

Of cloud/ less climes/ and star/ ry skies         
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